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ABSTRACT: The aim of this paper is the design of a Solar-Electric Boat for tourists’ transport along the coast,
in the rivers, in the lakes. Our idea is to define the project guidelines for the realization of a zero impact boat.
This paper illustrates the practical new technologies (naval architecture small craft design, mechanical and
electrical design), rational design and engineering approach, safety and reliability methods used in solar boats. In
our project, the boat is powered by lithium-ion batteries that can be charged at any time by the photovoltaic
generator placed on a flat top structure. The project is designed for brief trip around coast, where the public
transport becomes very polluting during summer. Starting from the consideration that this boat is used during
sunny weather, it is possible to know the boat’s energy demand and proceed with the design of a suitable electric
boat and of the energy storage/management system. It is also proposed an innovative management of
charge/discharge of the batteries. With this management, we have optimized the use and prolonged the time of
life of the batteries during the navigation and the control of the real autonomy of it.
Keywords: Solar-Electric Ship; Electric Propulsion; Photovoltaic; Lithium-Ion Batteries etc.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many protected areas in the world are facing the growth
of tourism pressure; the same problem is present in the
areas of naturalistic interest. Tourism is seen as a viable
financial option for protected areas with the tourism
concessions, through private sector partnerships, that permitted to gaining momentum and that allows the overarching goal of preservation and conservation to remain
with the state. However, without appropriate planning or
best practices in place, tourism concessions can lead to
such problems as waste, habitat destruction and the displacement of local people and wildlife. In other words,
tourism brings economic benefits to countries, but there
are usually substantial socio-economic and environmental
costs associated with it. The inherent conflict between
protecting ecosystems and cultural heritage on one hand
and providing public use programs and related infrastructure and visitor services in protected natural and
cultural areas on the other hand is as old as the modern
conservation movement [1]. Similar problems exist with
the tourism on coastal environments [2].
Tourists’ transport along the coast, in the rivers, in the
lakes, can be performed on route well-defined and carried
out with boats that sail at low speed. Therefore, starting
from the design of a hull that minimizes the drag, In this
paper it will be illustrate a “system” for tourist navigation
with an “exclusively” electric boat propelled [3-5]. The

ship is powered by direct solar energy. Our boat uses
solar cells that transform the solar energy into electrical
energy, which is stored temporarily in lithium-ion
batteries, and used to drive the boat through electric
motors (permanent magnet synchronous motors) and
drive systems [6,7]; electric propulsion offers effective
maneuverability, precise and smooth speed control,
reduced engine room, low noise and low pollution rates.
Solar-electric boats are recommended solution for
tourist navigation in areas where combustion engines are
prohibited (lake, protected areas, etc.).
Actually many solar-electric boats are available [8-10],
unfortunately these boats have a sporadic use. This paper
wants to represent a base to design a so- lar-electric boat.
It desires to be a reference for control- ling of the chargedischarge batteries and for checking the real autonomy of
navigation.
II. HISTORY
An early electric boat was developed by the German
inventor Moritz
von
Jacobi in
1839
in St
Petersburg, Russia. It was a 24-foot (7.3 m) boat which
carried 14 passengers at 3 mph. It was successfully
demonstrated to Emperor Nicholas I of Russia on
the River. Electric boat became a practical proposition.
This method of propulsion enjoyed something of a golden
age from about 1880 to 1920, when gasolinepowered outboard motors became the dominant method.
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Gustave Trouvé, French electrical engineer, patented a
small electric motor in 1880. He initially suggested that
the motor could power a set of paddle wheels to propel
boats on the water, and later argued for the use of
a propeller, instead.
An Austrian emigre to Britain, Anthony Reckenzaun, was
instrumental in the development of the first practical
electric boats. While working as an engineer for the
Electrical Power Storage Company, he undertook much
original and pioneering work on various forms of electric
traction. In 1882 he designed the first significant electric
launch driven by storage batteries, and named the
boat Electricity. The boat had a steel hull and was over 7
metres long. The batteries and electric equipment were
concealed from view underneath the seating area,
increasing the passenger accommodation. The boats were
used for leisure excursions up and down the River
Thames and provided a very smooth, clean and quiet trip.
The boat could run for six hours and operate at an average
speed of 8 miles per hour.
Moritz Immisch established his company in 1882 in
partnership with William Keppel, 7th Earl of Albemarle,
specializing in the application of electric motors to
transportation. The company employed Magnus Volk as a
manager in the development of their electric launch
department. After 12 months of experimental work
starting in 1888 with a randan skiff, the firm
commissioned the construction of hulls which they
equipped with electrical apparatus. The world's first fleet
of electric launches for hire, with a chain of
electrical charging stations, was established along
the River Thames in the 1880s. An 1893 pleasure map of
the Thames shows 8 "charging stations for electric
launches"
between Kew (Strand-on-the-Green)
and Reading (Caversham). The company built its
headquarters on the island called Platt's Eyot.From 1889
until just before the First World War the boating season
and regattas saw the silent electric boats plying their way
up and downstream. Early electric launch on the River
Thames, built by William Sergeant.
The company's electric launches were widely used by the
rich as a conveyance along the river. Grand ships were
constructed of teak or mahogany and furnished
luxuriously, with stained glass windows, silk curtains and
velvet cushions. William Sergeant was commissioned by
Immisch's company to build the Mary Gordon in 1898
for Leeds City Council for use on the Round hay
Park Lake - the boat still survives and is currently being
restored. This 70 foot long luxury pleasure craft could
carry up to 75 passengers in comfort. Launches were
exported elsewhere - they were used in the Lake
District and all over the world.
In the 1893 Chicago World Fair 55 launches developed
from Anthony Reckenzaun's work carried more than a
million passengers. Electric boats had an early period of
popularity between around 1890 and 1920, before the
emergence of the internal combustion engine drove them
out of most applications.
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Most of the electric boats of this era were small passenger
boats on non-tidal waters at a time when the only power
alternative was steam. An electric passenger launch on
Lake Königssee in Germany. With the advent of the
gasoline-powered outboard motor, the use of electric
power on boats declined from the 1920s. However, in a
few situations, the use of electric boats has persisted from
the early 20th century to the present day. One of these is
on the Konigssee lake, near Berchtesgaden in southeastern Germany. Here the lake is considered so
environmentally sensitive that steam and motor boats
have been prohibited since 1909. Instead the Bayerische
Seenschifffahrt company and its predecessors have
operated a fleet of electric launches to provide a public
passenger service on the lake.
The first electrically powered submarines were built in
the 1890s. Since then, electric power has been used
almost exclusively for the powering of submarines
underwater, although diesel was used for powering them
on the surface until the development of diesel-electric
transmission by the US Navy in 1928.
The use of combined fuel and electric propulsion has
gradually been extended over the years to the extent that
some modern liners such as the Queen Mary 2 use only
electric motors, powered by diesel and gas turbine
engines. The advantages include being able to run the fuel
engines at an optimal speed at all times and being able to
mount the electric motor in a pod which may be rotated
by 360° for increased manoeuvrability.
The use of electricity alone to power boats stagnated
apart from their outboard use as trolling motors until the
Duffy Electric Boat Company of California started massproducing small electric craft in 1968. Duffy Boats has
produced over 10,000 electric powered boats to date and
is producing well over 300 per year today. It wasn't until
the 1980s that the Electric Boat Association was formed
and solar powered boats started to emerge.
III. SHIP ENVIRONMENT
A. The Catamaran
For our project we consider a ship with the following
characteristics.
 Catamaran
 Maximum speed: 15 km/h (~8 kit)
 Cruising range: 5 hours
 Length over all: 14.00 m
 Width: 5.50 m
 Draft at full load: 0.9 m Besides we consider that:
 The ship is equipped with two 8 kW permanent
magnet synchronous motors;
 Normal cruising speeds equal to 8 km/h (~4 kts);
 Boat travels for about 200 days per year (about 1000
hours of navigation for year);
 Average electrical power required during the cruise
11 kW (average electrical energy consumption for
year 11 MWh).
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Not all ships are suitable targets for the integration with
photovoltaic generating system. A solar-electric ship
must have sufficient deck space. For the project we have
chosen a catamaran. In our boat a flat top structure is
proposed (see Fig. 1) in order to maximize the area
available for putting up a photovoltaic array.
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Furthermore, we have to hypothesize the necessity to
charge the batteries during the docking time. To fulfil this
task, an access to the industrial grid connection (400 V),
on the pier, is necessary. Rectifying the grid tension is
possible to ensure an effective DC voltage of 550 V. For
our project, we have chosen the batteries Valence U2736XP model.
Specifications of Battery model U27-36XP
Voltage (Vo)

38.4 V

Normal Capacity

45 Ah

Weight

19.6 kg

Dimension

Fig. 1. Catamaran boat and available area for photovoltaic array.
B. Batteries
For our ship, we assume that the average electrical power
Necessary during the cruise is 11 kW and the maximum
peak power is 22 kW.
To get a system that can ensure a reliable transport,
we must assume that the energy, used during the cruise
(5 h), must be entirely taken from the batteries; for
designing in safety, we have to hypothesize that the
photovoltaicSystem doesn’t supply energy. Therefore, the daily
energy consumption that the batteries have to provide is
equal to the average power (11 kW) for half cruise time
(2.5 hours), while in the other half, we consider an
emergency situation during which, is required the
maximum power (22 kW) to ensure the fastest return
journey to the harbor. With all these hypotheses, the
total storage battery capacity has to be >82 kWh. Fig. 2
shows the electrical load during a typical day without
return in emergency.

Fig. 2. Daily load.

306 ×172 × 225
mm

Standard discharge (Vcoff ,
Id)

30 V, 90 A

Standard charge (Vch, Ich)

43.8 V , 45 A

DC internal resistance

25 mΩ

If, we consider a system structure of four battery banks
(BM1, BM2, BM3 and BM4), as mentioned earlier, the
BMx bank must be compatible with the charging voltage
of 550V, so we need a series of N batteries:
NBatt = 550/Vch ~ 13
DCBus = Vo . NBatt = 499
The maximum necessary current for a return in
emergency of the boat is: 22 kW/DCBus ~44 A .
In conclusion we have considered a system made by 52
batteries (four battery banks), with these features:
-Total weight: 52 × 19.6 kg ≈ 1020 kg
-Volume: 0.306 × 0.172 × 0.225 × 52 ≈ 0.6 m 3
-Maximum electrical energy storage ≈ 90 MWh.
The weight of the electric drive system is lower and more
efficient to distribute in the hull than a classical system,
therefore the drive unit is small and the batteries can be
distributed somewhat flexibly and it is possible to divide
them between the catamaran hulls. Comparing the whole
weight of electric system with diesel systems,
Including all batteries, PV array, generators, fuel and the
electric system comes out either heavier, lighter,
Depending on the assumptions of fuel, or the same. Not
surprisingly, since the technology is not being
Manufactured in high volume, the first cost of the
electric system, including installation is higher than the
equivalent diesel one, for about 30%, but it must be
considered that prices are very likely to come down with
time. Another advantage of the electric system is to have
“instant power”. There is no need to wait for the engine
to warm up; there is no gearbox to engage, it’s sufficient
to turn on and go.
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Instant reverse is available too; one can go from full
power forward to full reverse in an instant for a very
abrupt emergency stop.
C. Photovoltaic Generating System
In our boat the area available for Laing a photovoltaic
array is about 55 m2. On this area, it is possible to install
42 Sanyo’s HIT Power 225 A solar module; every single
panel has a dimensions of 1.580 mm × 798 mm × 46 mm,
Maximum Power Voltage (Vmp) 43.4 V, Maximum
Power Current (Imp) 5.21 A, which leads to a Maximum
Output Power (WPmax) 225 W in Standard Test
Conditions.
We configure the connection of the panels in this way:
6 strings of 7 panels in series, providing an output
maximum power voltage of 304 V, and maximum power
current of 31.26 A.
The yearly average electrical energy from photovoltaic
array is given by the following equation
PDC=Qm.WN.K1.K2.K3.K4 (1)
 PDC is the photovoltaic energy [kWh/year].

WNis the photovoltaic array energy output at
standard radiation; in our case:









0.225kWpmax*42panels=9.450
kWPmax.
Qm is the yearly average flux of solar radiation; in
this work we consider a global horizontal irradiation
of 1500 kWh/m2/year.
K1 is a coefficient for compensating temperature
effect. Operating temperature increases when module
where placed in the sun. When operating temperature
increases, power output decreases (due to the properties of the conversion material—this is true for all solar modules). For our photovoltaic panel K1 ~0.9 is a
good approximation.
K2 is the coefficient that take account of the stain and
wear, factor that worsen with the passage of time. A
typical value of K2 can be estimated with 0.96.
K3 is the coefficient that take account of DC circuit
losses. Typical solar electric systems require more
than one module to be connected to another one. The
wires used to connect the modules create a slight resistance in the electrical flow, that decrease the total
power output of the system, similar to low pressure
water flowing through a long water hose. In addition,
slight differences in power output from module-tomodule reduce the maximum power output available
from each module. A typical value of the losses is
0.95.
K4 is the coefficient that take account of the losses of
the DC-DC converter, in order to be converted for the
DC power from the solar modules to the usable one
(battery charge, motors, etc.). The conversion DCDC decreases approximately of 0.95.
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With these considerations, the energy from our 42
Sanyo’s HIT Power 225 A solar module will be about 11
MWh; the photovoltaic array is able to furnish all the
energy necessary to the navigation. In other words, the
boat is driven by two electric motors powered
“exclusively” with rechargeable batteries. The energy
stored in the batteries derives through renewable energy
sources. The photovoltaic array is sized to provide, on
average in a year, all the energy required by the boat.
The boat is grid connected to a harbor; it can put in
grid the energy produced in excess and to furnish, when
necessary, the energy for the recharge of the batteries.
IV. POWER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (PMS)
The PMS is used for the right managing of the energy
aboard. Our idea is to provide the master with the real
autonomy of navigation and the real power from the
Battery. In our system, a storage device (battery bank) is
used for balancing the mismatch between the available
energy by the photovoltaic array and power required by
motors and ship instruments. Both the powers that flow in
and out of the storage device have to be designed
accurately and controlled for a global energy
management strategy. In particular, since the lithium-ion
batteries decrease the storage capacity with aging, is not
possible for the captain to know the instant energy
available for the navigation, by measuring the output
voltage of the battery.
Fig. 3 shows the battery capacity changes with the
charge/discharge cycles.

Fig. 3. Valence U27-36XP capacity retention.
For a safety and reliable navigation, it is necessary to
know the real autonomy of navigation, which means to
know the real energy storage within the battery banks.
It is often important in fact to provide accurate
information regarding the remaining capacity of the
battery. Some batteries provide a “fuel gauge” that gives
an indication of the charge level of the battery [11]. Fig.
3 shows the setup of solar-electric boat.
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The proposed system is composed by a photovoltaic
array, four battery banks, a boost converter, a reversible
inverter, three inverters, a charge control, a discharge
control, and a computer to manage the energy flows
(energy management controller).
In our system, the maximum necessary current is about
44 A. This current can be supplied by a single battery
bank for one hour. Our chosen battery can be fully discharged without damage [12]. To know the real stored
energy, we fully discharge a package of batteries. Subsequently, the energy for the load it is provided by another package of batteries. In this way, while a battery
bank supplies the necessary power, the discharged
batteries are under charge by the photovoltaic array or by
the grid. Measuring the energy flow toward the batteries
and from the batteries, cycle for cycle, it is possible to
determine the real stored energy.
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Fig. 5, the output voltage of photovoltaic array can be
deter- mined in such way that the corresponding power is
the maximum out-power. If the working point is on the
left of the maximum power point: dP/ Vd <0; and if the
working point is on the right of the maximum power
point: dP/ Vd <0.
According the characteristics of Fig. 3, the control
process of the perturb and observe method is that: First,
set up a photovoltaic array operation voltage, then
generate some periodic disturbance to the photovoltaic
cell by adjusting the duty cycle of the boost converter,
then compare the photovoltaic output power with the
previous one, if the output power increases, that means it
works on the left of maximum power point, and we
should continue to maintain the disturbance direction to
increase the

Fig. 5. Output characteristic curve of photovoltaic array
strings.
output voltage; otherwise, if the output power decreases,
that means it works on the right of the maximum power
point, the disturbance direction will be away from the
maximum power point, thus it should change the
disturbance direction to decrease the output voltage of
photo- voltaic array. When the cycle is complete the
system is adjust, so finally, the maximum power point
will be found [14].

Fig. 4. Topology of solar-electric boat.
A. Photovoltaic MPPT Control
MPPT control technology is widely used in the
Application of solar power generation [13]. As shown in

B. Charge and Discharge Controllers
Charge controller, through the information received by
the management control, sends the energy that comes
from the photovoltaic array, to the fully discharged
battery bank. During the charge process, charge
controller measures the flow of incoming energy in the
battery bank. When the battery bank is completely
charged, the energy flow is sent to another fully
discharged battery bank. In the eventuality that there are
no fully discharged battery banks the energy flow is sent
to the loads through the discharge controller; in
alternative, the energy flow is sent to the grid if it is
connected. The discharge control carries to discharge
fully a single battery bank at a time.
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During the discharge process the discharge control
measures the energy flow and management control compares this with one memorized during the preceding
charge. Through this comparison is possible to establish
the aging of the battery and to determine the real storable
energy.
C. Management Control
The principal assignment of the management control
system is to determine the real available energy for the
navigation and to furnish information on the ship
autonomy to realize this assignment, the system preserves
information of the flows of energy and manages the
complete discharge/charge of the battery banks.
The performances of all electrical systems are
monitored by the management control. It manages the
dis- charge of the single battery bank one at a time. With
this management strategy we check the battery life and
limit the number of charge/discharge. In our system, the
sizing of battery capacity has been select in such a way
that, with an opportune control, at most only one cycle of
charge/discharge could be done during the navigation.
Considering that our batteries bear 2000 complete discharges with a loss within the 20% (see Figure 3), the
time life of the batteries will be greater than 10 years.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The design of a Solar-Electric Boat for tourists’ transport
along the coast, in the rivers, in the lakes has been
presented. With our system, it is possible to replace the
standard fuel engine with an electric one, by accepting a
loss in power, and without changing the weight and the
dimension of the boat.
Our boat has greater price in comparison to an
equivalent boat equipped with traditional propulsion.
Currently to manufacture a solar-electric boat there are
extra cost due to photovoltaic plant, battery bank and
management control system. These additional costs are
partially com- pensated by reduction of operation costs;
in solar-electric boat there is no consumption of fuel and
the costs of maintenances are relatively lower. In our
boat, the initial additional cost is about of 50,000$. On
the other hand, the annual saving on the exercise is
estimable in 5000$; within ten years the extras costs are
amortized. Besides, the great advantage of the use of
renewable energy produces indirect socio-economic
advantages; ecosystem preservation, reduction of CO2,
NOx and SOx emission, etc.
In this paper we have proposed an innovative
management of charge/discharge for battery. With this
management, we have optimized the batteries life, and
during the navigation we have a real time control of the
navigation autonomy. Besides we have designed ship
with zero pollution and very low running costs; all the
necessary energy for the navigation has origin by
renewable.
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Electricity produced by photovoltaic is safer and more
environmentally benign than conventional sources of
energy production. However, there is environmental,
safety, and health issues associated with manufacturing,
using, and disposing of photovoltaic equipment. The
manufacturing of electronic equipment is energy
intensive.
The electricity produced is higher than the one necessary
to manufacture the photovoltaic modules and the energy
break-even point is usually reached in a period from three
to six years.
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